HIPAA QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE FOR EMPLOYEES

Did you ever find yourself in a situation and wonder, hmm, does HIPAA allow me to do that? We thought so. That's why we've created this quick reference guide. Here you will find the most frequently asked questions and their answers. It is important to note, that for most of these, more detailed information is available on the HIPAA website.

But, speaking of the website – did you know we have a HIPAA website? Yes we do and you can find it here: http://hipaa.bsd.uchicago.edu/

If you have questions or suggestions for how we can improve this reference, please give us a call at 773-834-9716.

This Guide is intended for the use of the employees of the University of Chicago Medicine (UCM) and the University of Chicago Biological Sciences Division (BSD). These organizations are referred to as “we” or “us” or “our” throughout the questions. The locations are referred to as “the Medical Center”.

The University of Chicago Organized Health Care Arrangement or “OHCA,” applies to the health services from the University of Chicago Medical Center including its nurses, residents, other staff, and volunteers, and portions of the University of Chicago that participate in and support the activities of health care including its physicians, nurses, student, volunteers and other staff, and UCMC Community Physicians LLC. The UCMC OHCA also includes our clinics located throughout the Chicago area. For a list of our current offsite clinics, go to: http://www.uchospitals.edu/visitor/offsite/index.html.
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## Resources for questions and training

There are some HIPAA questions regularly coming up in my work area. I know we have all had the required new employee HIPAA training, but a refresher class might be really helpful. It is always good to talk about a potential HIPAA problem early before it becomes an actual problem. The HIPAA Privacy Program staff will be happy to discuss and plan an education session to fit your specific needs. If you would like to schedule a Refresher Training, just call the HIPAA Privacy Program at 773-834-9716.

Sometimes a problem can result in an employee or patient concern being reported to the HIPAA Privacy Program. In this case, we would recommend a Refresher Training be scheduled so everyone is aware of the problem and the solution.

### Who can I call if I have questions about HIPAA?

The HIPAA Privacy Program is available if you have questions about patient privacy and confidentiality. This includes questions on existing processes or functions you perform as well as new processes, programs, or initiatives you are considering that involve patients and protected health information (PHI). Contact the HIPAA Privacy Program early in your planning process so we can provide guidance and help you do the right thing.

### What should I do if I want to file a patient privacy complaint?

You can file a complaint by contacting:

1. The HIPAA Privacy Program directly at (773) 834-9716, if you don't want to be anonymous.
2. The toll-free Compliance Resource Line at 1-877-440-5480, if you wish to be anonymous. The Compliance Resource Line is available 24 hours a day.

The HIPAA Privacy Program will investigate all complaints, work with the appropriate UCMC and BSD Departments on resolving them, and apply disciplinary action when appropriate.

## Terms

### What is “PHI”?

Protected Health Information is health information about a patient held by health care providers and health plans. This includes things like:

- Patient's medical record number
- Patient’s demographic information (e.g. address, telephone number)
- Information doctors, nurses and other health care providers put in a patient’s medical record
- Images of the patient
- Conversations a doctor has about a patient’s care or treatment with nurses and others
- Information about a patient in a doctor’s computer system or a health insurer’s computer system
- Billing information about a patient at a clinic

Thinking about it another way, Protected Health Information (PHI) is any health information that can lead to the identity of an individual or the contents of the information can be used to make a reasonable assumption as to the identity of the individual.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terms - continued</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>What is meant by “use” and “disclosure”?</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use means, with respect to individually identifiable health information, any sharing, application, utilization, examination, or analysis of such information within the physician practice, hospital or clinic that maintains such information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclosure is the release, transfer, provision or access to or divulging health information in any manner information outside the Medical Center.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>What does HIPAA mean by “treatment”?</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment is when a health care professional provides, coordinates or manages the health care services of one or more providers. This includes coordinating or managing the care with someone outside the Medical Center, consulting with other providers or referring the patient for health care to another provider.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>What does HIPAA mean by “payment”?</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under HIPAA, payment means the activities we perform to get reimbursed for the health care services we have provided. For instance, determining eligibility of coverage, billing, claims management, collection activities, review of health care services with respect to medical necessity, utilization review activities and disclosure to consumer reporting agencies in an effort to collect reimbursement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>What does HIPAA mean by “health care operations”?</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under HIPAA, health care operations include activities that ensure our effective business operations. These include, but are not limited to conducting quality assessment and improvement activities, reviewing the competence or qualifications of health care professionals, evaluating practitioner and provider performance, health plan performance, conducting training programs, accreditation, certification, licensing, or credentialing activities, conducting or arranging for medical review, legal services, and auditing functions, including fraud and abuse detection and compliance programs, business planning and development, such as conducting cost-management and planning-related analyses related to managing and operating the entity, including formulary development and administration, development or improvement of methods of payment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>What is “authorization”?</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An Authorization is an individual’s signed permission to allow healthcare professionals to Use or Disclose their protected health information (PHI) for reasons generally not related to treatment, payment or health care operations. The Authorization must include: a detailed description of the PHI elements to be disclosed, the person who will make the disclosure, the person or entity to which the disclosure will be made, an expiration date, and the purpose for which their PHI will be used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>What is “OCR”?</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCR is the acronym for the U.S. Office for Civil Rights. The OCR is responsible for enforcement of the HIPAA Privacy regulations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
I’ve heard the term “highly confidential information.” What’s the difference between highly confidential information and protected health information?
Illinois state law has provided strict protection of certain health information, which we refer to as “highly confidential”. We are required to treat this information with special care.

How do I know if the patient information I work with each day is considered Highly Confidential?
Highly Confidential Information includes:
- Psychotherapy Notes (which are not part of the official medical record)
- Information about a Mental Illness or Developmental Disability
- Information about HIV/AIDS Testing or Treatment (including the fact that an HIV test was ordered, performed or reported, regardless of whether the results of such tests were positive or negative)
- Information about Communicable Diseases
- Information about Sexually Transmitted Disease(s)
- Information about Substance (i.e., alcohol or drug) Abuse
- Information about Genetic Testing
- Information about Child Abuse and Neglect
- Information about Abuse of an Adult with a Disability
- Domestic Abuse/Violence
- Information about Sexual Assault
- Information about Infertility/IVF/Artificial Insemination

Would I do anything differently when handling highly confidential information vs. PHI?
Extra precautions should be taken with Highly Confidential Information such as:
- Even though a patient may have agreed to have a family member present when you are discussing the patient’s general health, you should always check with the patient before discussing highly confidential information in the presence of family and/or friends.
- While a patient may have given you permission to leave messages on an answering machine, you should never leave a message asking the patient to return a call concerning their HIV test results.

Additional information is available in the Minimum Necessary Policy located on the Intranet.

I have a signed form authorizing the use and disclosure of information to a patient’s assistant. Can I release Highly Confidential Information?
First, you must determine if you need a consent to release medical information form or an authorization to release medical information form. Then, the form that you need must specifically identify the particular Highly Confidential Information that you may release. For example, if you have a signed consent to release medical information to a patient’s payer, the consent must also include language specifically permitting you to release the patient’s HIV/AIDS testing and treatment information. For another example, if you have a signed authorization releasing the patient’s mental health records from January 1, 2005 through the present to his lawyer, then you may release the mental health information for the specified time.

For questions, please contact Legal Affairs at (773) 702-1057.
## Faxing Patient Information

**Can I fax protected health information (PHI) to someone within the Medical Center?**
Yes, if they have a legitimate need to know. Please read this section for more detailed instructions for faxing.

**Can I fax protected health information (PHI) outside the Medical Center when the information is needed quickly for a legitimate need to know such as:**
- for an emergent patient care encounter,
- for arranging services with another provider (i.e. continuity of care),
- for a referring physician,
- for mandated reporting requirements, or
- for approval of services or to facilitate payment?

Yes, but limit the amount of information being faxed to the minimum amount necessary. Please read this section for more detailed instructions for faxing.

**Do I have to do anything special when faxing patient information?**
Each fax should be accompanied by a fax cover sheet – available on the HIPAA website at [http://hipaa.bsd.uchicago.edu/fax_cover_sheet.doc](http://hipaa.bsd.uchicago.edu/fax_cover_sheet.doc)

Faxing of highly confidential information is not recommended. Faxing of highly confidential information is only permitted if the sender first calls the recipient and confirms that the recipient or his/her designee can be waiting at the fax machine, and then, the recipient or his/her designee waits at the fax machine to receive the fax and then calls the sender to confirm receipt of the document. Both the sender and the recipient must be attentive to the sensitive nature of highly confidential information.

[NOTE: Highly confidential information (as described in more detail in the highly confidential information section of this Guide) is information related to the treatment of any of the following: Mental Illness or Developmental Disability, HIV/AIDS Testing or Treatment, Communicable Diseases, Sexually Transmitted Disease(s), Substance (i.e. alcohol, drugs) Abuse, Abuse of an Adult with a Disability, Sexual Assault, Child Abuse and Neglect, Genetic Testing, Artificial Insemination, and Domestic Violence.]

**What if I fax something to the wrong place?**
If the fax was transmitted to the wrong recipient, in all cases follow these steps:
- Fax a request to the incorrect fax number explaining that the information has been misdirected, and ask that the materials be returned or destroyed.
- Log the erroneous disclosure in Epic under “Quick Disclosure”;
- Notify the HIPAA Privacy Program at 4-9716 of the error; and
- Verify the fax number with the recipient before attempting to fax the information again.

More details and the fax cover sheet are available in the HIPAA Faxing Guidance on the HIPAA Webpage [http://hipaa.bsd.uchicago.edu/quick_ref_guide_5.html](http://hipaa.bsd.uchicago.edu/quick_ref_guide_5.html)

## FAX Machine Setup

**Is there anything I have to be aware of when setting up my fax machine?**
Yes. A few notes on fax machines:
- Fax machines used for sending and receiving patient information must be placed in a secure location.
- Incoming faxes should be removed timely from the output tray and distributed to the recipient to reduce the chance of an inappropriate use or disclosure.
- Pre-programmed numbers should be validated periodically and regular fax recipients should be reminded to provide notification in the event their incoming fax number changes.
- If the fax machine supports the feature to print the fax number on outgoing faxes, set the feature.
**HIPAA QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE FOR EMPLOYEES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Responding to questions about a patient</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>What can I tell an inpatient’s family members or friends when they call and ask about a patient?</strong></td>
<td>If the person inquiring can provide the patient’s 4-digit code and the patient has not requested that information be withheld, we can release information relevant to the patient’s current medical care (e.g. the patient’s condition after surgery). If the inquirer cannot provide the patient’s 4-digit code, only directory information can be released, which includes the patient’s name, whether the patient is at the University of Chicago Medicine, and the patient’s general condition, such as “fair,” “stable,” or “good.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Is the patient’s authorization needed to release directory information?</strong></td>
<td>No. If the patient has not exercised his/her right to “opt out” of the directory at the time of admission, the patient’s authorization is not needed to release directory information. [Directory information consists of confirming that the patient is in-house when given a name and patient’s general condition.]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>What if a patient doesn’t want anyone to know he/she is admitted?</strong></td>
<td>A patient has the right to request that information regarding his/her stay not be given to anyone outside the treatment team by notifying the Admission department staff that he/she wants to “opt out” or not be listed in the patient directory.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Looking up information about family and friends</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Can I access my family member’s, friend’s, or co-worker’s PHI (e.g. electronic, written)?</strong></td>
<td>Employees may not access either through our information systems (e.g. Epic) or the patient’s medical record the medical and/or demographic information of family members, friends, or other individuals for personal or other non-work related purposes, even if written or oral patient authorization has been given.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>What if my child or parent is a patient here?</strong></td>
<td>Employees designated as “Personal Representatives” (e.g. parent for a minor, adult son/daughter for an elderly parent) should contact the physician, clinic, or submit a formal request to the Health Information Management (HIM) Department (Medical Records) for the information. Employees must not use their employee status to obtain medical and/or demographic information for anyone else.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>What if I am involved in the treatment, billing or other activity of a person who I know?</strong></td>
<td>In the very rare circumstance when an employee’s job (e.g. billing, providing treatment) requires him/her to access and/or copy the medical information of a family member, a co-worker, or other personally known individual, then he/she should immediately report the situation to his/her supervisor who will determine whether to assign a different employee to complete the task involving the specific patient. Additional guidelines are available in the Guidance section on the HIPAA Webpage: <a href="http://hipaa.bsd.uchicago.edu/access_phi.html">http://hipaa.bsd.uchicago.edu/access_phi.html</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>What if I am not sure if I am allowed to go into a patient’s medical record?</strong></td>
<td>If you have any doubts or concerns about whether you can have access to a certain patient’s medical record, please call the HIPAA Privacy Program at 4-9716.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Looking up your own information**

**As an employee may I access my own PHI (e.g. electronic, written)?**

Employees of University of Chicago Medicine with job-related access to hospital information systems (e.g. EPIC) may access their own health information (e.g. electronic or hard copy). Employees who access their own information may **not** edit or make changes to their information in any hospital information systems, including but not limited to demographic information and scheduling of appointments.

Under no circumstances may an employee access the health information of his/her spouse, partner, child, family member or friend. **This access is strictly limited to the employee’s own health information.**

More specific guidelines are available in the Guidance section on the HIPAA Webpage: [http://hipaabsd.uchicago.edu/access_phi.html](http://hipaabsd.uchicago.edu/access_phi.html).

**Patient wants all or part of the medical record**

**What if patients need help completing the form or have questions about where to send it?**

You can either provide them with a copy of the detailed guidelines on completing and submitting the form (which includes the cost) or direct patients to the hospital website at [http://www.uchospitals.edu/visitor/records-request.html](http://www.uchospitals.edu/visitor/records-request.html). If the patient is on the premises he/she can be directed to HIM to ask questions and/or submit the form.

**What do I do when patients are checking out after a clinic visit, and request a copy of their clinic notes or labs?**

It’s okay to provide a patient with a copy of a clinic note or labs that are maintained in your clinic files. When you provide a patient with clinic notes or labs, you **must** note the disclosure in Epic under the “Quick Disclosure” function. It also is recommended that you follow the Best Practice of stamping or writing “Patient Copy” on each page.

**Consequences**

**What are the consequences for accessing a patient’s PHI without authorization?**

University of Chicago Medicine has **zero tolerance** for unauthorized access to medical records. Employees who access medical records out of interest or curiosity will be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including termination.

**What do I do when a patient requests a copy of his/her medical record?**

A patient can request a copy of his/her medical record by completing a [Request and Authorization to Copy Health Information](http://www.uchospitals.edu/pdf/uch_003278.pdf) form and submitting it to the UC organization that maintains the information being requested. Employees can access the form online at [http://www.uchospitals.edu/pdfs/uch_003278.pdf](http://www.uchospitals.edu/pdfs/uch_003278.pdf).

To get a form, patients can be directed to the hospital website at [http://www.uchospitals.edu/visitor/records-request.html](http://www.uchospitals.edu/visitor/records-request.html) or they can call Health Information Management (HIM) [Medical Records] or the HIPAA Privacy Program to request a copy at:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Health Information Management</th>
<th>HIPAA Privacy Program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(773) 834-0444</td>
<td>(773) 834-9716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changing a Medical Record</td>
<td>Sometimes patients want things changed or removed from their medical record. Can we do that?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Under HIPAA, patients have the right to request that their medical record information be amended. However, information can’t be removed once it is written in the medical record. Statements can be added by following the amendment process, but not removed. Individuals may request an amendment by completing a form and submitting it to the HIPAA Privacy Program. Patients must include a reason to support the amendment request. Upon review of the request with all appropriate clinical and administrative personnel, the patient will be notified if the request has been accepted or denied. More details are available in the Amendment of Health Information Policy located on the Intranet.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transporting Medical Records</th>
<th>Can I transport medical records?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All medical records and documents containing patient protected health information (“PHI”) must be adequately secured to help ensure our patients’ information is not exposed to unauthorized individuals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All staff and faculty should follow these standards when transporting medical records, documents and portable media devices (such as laptops or flash drives) containing PHI:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Transporting Within The Medical Center</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• When carrying medical records throughout the Medical Center, make sure PHI is facing away from public view. Use an envelope or accordion folder.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• While transporting PHI on a rolling cart, place the records in secure containers or cover the records.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Never leave PHI (including portable media devices) unattended.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>When Moving Office Spaces</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Records, documents containing PHI or laptops should not be left in an unlocked or unsecured area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Boxes containing PHI should be numbered, labeled and logged to avoid being misplaced.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Never leave PHI or laptops unattended, even temporarily, including in front of buildings or in hallways.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Once you reach your destination, make sure all items are accounted for.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>We recommend that PHI not be transported off the University of Chicago Medicine campus, but if you must do so, follow these guidelines:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Transporting From/To Off-Site Clinics</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Only transport PHI off-site if you have your supervisor’s approval and only if it is necessary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Only transport the minimum amount of PHI necessary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Never leave PHI (including portable media devices) unattended, including your car.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Maintain a log of files or documents that are leaving University of Chicago Medicine. When you arrive at the off-site clinic, immediately make sure all the files you listed on the log are in your possession.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient Authorization</td>
<td>When do I need a patient’s authorization?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In general, anytime you release patient information for a reason unrelated to treatment, payment (e.g. billing), or healthcare operations, an authorization is required. For example:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- If a patient’s Life Insurance Company requests a copy of information from the patient’s medical record in order to process an application for life insurance, you would need a signed authorization from the patient before you could release that information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- If a patient’s employer contacted you and requested a confirmation that the patient was seen in the clinic on a certain date, you must have the patient’s signed authorization before sharing that information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>There is an inventory of Authorization Forms for a number of specific purposes as well as a brief description of each on the HIPAA website at <a href="http://hipaa.bsd.uchicago.edu/faculty_staff.html">http://hipaa.bsd.uchicago.edu/faculty_staff.html</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IMPORTANT NOTE: There are times when we may disclose information without an authorization. These disclosures must be accounted for so that we are able to report on those to the patient if requested. These situations are outlined in detail in the section on Accounting for Disclosures.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trusted Requestor Process</th>
<th>How do I request PHI from departments in the Medical Center, including Information Services, Patient Accounts, Medical Records, Radiology, Pathology, or TSI?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Individuals wishing to request PHI for uses other than treatment and payment must complete a trusted requestor form and submit it to the HIPAA Privacy Program for approval. Data requests for research purposes are handled by the Center for Research Informatics via the Clinical Research Data Warehouse (CRDW). Information about the CRDW is available at <a href="http://cri.uchicago.edu">http://cri.uchicago.edu</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>More information about the trusted requestor process and a copy of the form are available in the Forms section on the HIPAA Webpage: <a href="http://hipaa.bsd.uchicago.edu/trusted_requestor.html">http://hipaa.bsd.uchicago.edu/trusted_requestor.html</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### White Boards

**What information can I put on a white board?**

It is ok to put the room number and either the patient name or the physician name.

Specifically,
- If putting patient name – may not put physician name
- If putting physician name – may not put patient name
- Always ok to put room number
- Never put:
  - Patient diagnosis
  - Medications
  - Status (e.g. ICU, step-down)
  - Complaint
  - Activity (dialysis, PT)
  - Transfer Location (e.g. unit/floor)
  - Mental health information
  - Alcohol and drug abuse information
  - HIV/AIDS information
  - Sexually Transmitted disease information
  - Genetic testing information
  - Child abuse and neglect information
  - Domestic abuse information
  - Sexual assault information
  - Infertility/IVF/Artificial Insemination information

### Posting Allergy Information

**Can we post allergy information on the patient’s hospital room door?**

Yes and No.

In general, good patient privacy practices require us to eliminate posting patient care information outside of the patient's room. However, sometimes patient safety issues must supersede the need to maintain privacy. Since the hallway is a semi-public area, only information that has serious patient safety benefits should be posted.

So . . .

It IS OK to post environmental allergy information for items such as latex, cleaning chemicals, or even food exposure that could cause a reaction because the item in the presence of the patient alone can cause a risk for the patient. Thus, in this situation, patient safety principles outweigh our need to protect patient privacy. However, the posting should be generic (e.g. a picture or colored tab that is identifiable by only University of Chicago Medicine healthcare providers).

It IS NOT OK to post any other allergy information outside the door. Respect for patient privacy supersedes our convenience. For example, rarely would it be necessary to post information next to the door regarding a patient's allergies to medication.
## Vendors

**Can a pharmaceutical or medical device vendor representative observe patient care or have access to PHI?**

No. It is not appropriate for a supply or equipment vendor representative (such as a pharmaceutical or medical device vendor) to be present during a patient’s appointment, treatment or surgery. Additionally, a vendor may not have access to patient charts or lists of patient names. There are limited exceptions when a vendor representative’s presence may be necessary and therefore allowed:

- To educate or guide faculty or other staff in the use or insertion of a device, piece of equipment, or a drug, or
- To service a device or piece of equipment for which the vendor is responsible.

The guidelines for these exceptions are available in the Guidance section on the HIPAA Website at [http://hipaa.bsd.uchicago.edu/advisory2.html](http://hipaa.bsd.uchicago.edu/advisory2.html) and [http://hipaa.bsd.uchicago.edu/advisory3.html](http://hipaa.bsd.uchicago.edu/advisory3.html).

If you suspect a vendor’s presence is not authorized or his/her behavior is inappropriate, you should ask the vendor representative to leave or contact security at 2-6262 to have the vendor removed from the premises.

## House Phones

**What precautions should I take when I am discussing a patient on a house phone?**

Reasonable safeguards to protect patient privacy and to minimize the likelihood of incidental use or disclosure of PHI should be used. For example:

- Do not discuss PHI on a house phone if you are likely to be overheard.
- Lower your voice when having conversation concerning patients.
- Do not say the patient's name.
- Keep PHI use or disclosure to a minimum.

Go to a more private area when discussing highly confidential PHI (see section on highly confidential information for categories.)
**Student Shadowing and Tours**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| We have been contacted by a high school/college student that wants to observe a physician to better understand what it’s like to be a doctor. Can we host them? | Yes, under certain conditions. The HIPAA Privacy Program reviews and approves these kinds of requests with respect to compliance with patient privacy and confidentiality policies. The requests may be made verbally to the HIPAA Privacy Program, but needs to meet the following guidelines:  
  - Pre-professionals must be enrolled in an educational institution that has a formal observation/shadowing program;  
  - The pre-professional must have a Medical Center sponsoring provider who accepts responsibility for the observer;  
  - The sponsor must submit to the HIPAA Privacy Program for review and to establish compliance:  
    - Materials about the originating institution’s program; and  
    - Schedule of activities to assist the sponsor with planning of the visit to maximize patient privacy. |
| If approved, the HIPAA Privacy Program will advise of additional guidelines to the student and sponsor. |                                                                          |
| My neighbor’s son is a high school student and he is interested in a career in healthcare. Can I arrange to have him come to the office with me so I can take him on a tour of our facilities? | Generally speaking, such activities are limited to high school students enrolled in a school that is a participant in the University of Chicago’s The Best of The Best program which was created to educate, encourage, and empower students by introducing them to various career opportunities in healthcare. Students wanting more information about The Best of the Best program can visit the hospital website at [http://www.uchospitals.edu/programs/community/programs/best.html](http://www.uchospitals.edu/programs/community/programs/best.html) or they can have their school representative contact:  
  University of Chicago  
  Office of Community Affairs  
  Phone: (773) 702-5600  
  Fax: (773) 702-3193 |
| If the student’s school does not qualify to participate in The Best of the Best program, the student: | Must be in an educational institution that has a formal observation/shadowing program;  
  Must have a Medical Center sponsoring provider who accepts responsibility for the observer;  
  The sponsor must submit to the HIPAA Privacy Program for review and to establish compliance:  
    - Materials about the originating institution’s program; and  
    - Schedule of activities to assist the sponsor with planning of the visit to maximize patient privacy. |
| If approved, the HIPAA Privacy Program will advise of additional guidelines to the student and sponsor. |                                                                          |
# HIPAA QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE FOR EMPLOYEES

## Notice of Privacy Practices (Notice)
This Notice is required by law to inform patients how their health information will be protected, how the University of Chicago OHCA may use or disclose their health information, and about the patients' rights regarding their health information.

## Why are patients required to sign an Acknowledgment Form?
Patients are asked to sign an acknowledgment of receipt of the Notice of Privacy Practices because we are required to demonstrate that we have given our Notice of Privacy Practices to each patient at the first point of service. We ask patients to sign the form that simply says they received the Notice.

## How do I know when to issue a Notice of Privacy Practices booklet to a patient?
We are required to give our Notice of Privacy Practices to each patient at the first point of service. Before issuing a Notice (booklet), you should check Epic system to see if it has already been issued. If the system indicates a Notice has not been given, the Notice and acknowledgment form should be issued to the patient. If the system indicates a Notice has been issued, do not provide it again. At a patient’s first point of service, a Notice of Privacy Practices booklet should be issued and a signed acknowledgment form obtained. We are only required to issue the Notice once provided there have been no significant changes made to the content of the Notice.

## Where can I get a copy of the Notice of Privacy Practices?
You can access our Notice of Privacy Practices as well as the Acknowledgment form on the HIPAA website at [http://hipaa.bsd.uchicago.edu/npp.html](http://hipaa.bsd.uchicago.edu/npp.html).

## Is the Notice of Privacy Practices available in languages other than English?
Yes, it is available in Spanish and Arabic on the HIPAA website at [http://hipaa.bsd.uchicago.edu/npp.html](http://hipaa.bsd.uchicago.edu/npp.html).

## Where can I get more ‘Notice of Privacy Practices’ booklets and Acknowledgment Forms?
To order the NPP booklet and Acknowledgement Forms, send an email to Purchasing.Xerox@uchospitals.edu.

Provide the following information:
- Indicate if you are ordering the Privacy Practices Tri-fold document 107.99 and/or the NPP Acknowledgement Form (Note: You also have the option of ordering the Acknowledgement Form in pads of 100 for an additional 50 cents per pad. Indicate if you would like to add this option to your order).
- Quantity Needed:
- Cost Center:
- Delivery Location:
- Contact Name:
- Phone number:
- Due Date (allow 3 business days if possible):

## Where should I send the signed Acknowledgment Forms?
Once the patient has signed the Acknowledgment Form, your department should have a process in place in which these forms are collected and forwarded to HIM located in WB-20. Please make sure the patient’s Medical Record Number is on the Acknowledgment Form so that it can be scanned into Epic.
My job requires me to notify various agencies, like the Department of Public Health, of information about our patients. Is there anything special that I need to do with respect to HIPAA?

Yes, you may be required to notify these agencies in accordance with Medical Center policies. While a patient authorization form is not needed, we are required to account for these in order to produce a list (called an ‘accounting of disclosures’) for the patient upon request. Patients are informed of this right in our Notice of Privacy Practices.

The following types of disclosures must be tracked:

- Reports of child abuse, neglect, or domestic violence
- Any disclosure required by law (state encounter data, infectious disease reporting, etc.)
- Disclosures to funeral directors, coroners, and medical examiners
- Disclosures in accordance with a judicial subpoena
- Public health activities (births, deaths, public health investigations, adverse events, work related injuries, FDA required reporting, etc.)
- Health oversight activities (audits and investigations by Government benefit or regulatory programs)
- Specialized government functions (law enforcement custodial situations) Disclosure for certain law enforcement purposes (identification of a suspect or missing person, identification of a crime victim, suspected crime, etc.)
- Disclosures to organ procurement and banking organizations
- Disclosures to a third party when the safety of an individual is at risk (threat of violent disclosure)
- Disclosure for research with a waiver of informed consent from the IRB
- Workers’ compensation disclosures
- Disclosures made in error (e.g. faxed to a wrong number or message left on the wrong answering machine).

For more detail on these disclosures and a list of the types of disclosures we must account for, please see the Purpose of Disclosure Definition Table found on the UCMC Intranet. Under Employee Tools, click on Disclosure Tracking (under Compliance), and click on the Purpose of Disclosure Definition Table (PDF) -  http://hipaabsd.uchicago.edu/AofD_Def_Table_Rev_20070205.pdf.

How do I keep track of these disclosures?

To facilitate the accounting of disclosures, we have a centralized electronic system to log the disclosures. Any disclosure meeting the criteria outlined in the Purpose of Disclosure Definition Table should be entered into the system. The information captured in the system is linked to the patient's medical record number (MRN), and will allow us to respond completely and accurately to patient requests for an accounting of disclosures.

How do I get access to the disclosure tracking system?

The “Quick Disclosure” function can be accessed through the button “More Activities” in the Activity Navigator in a patient’s record in Epic.
**Computer Passwords**

**What can I do to help prevent other people from getting information that they should not?**

1. **Never share your password.**
   
   Your account is assigned to you. You will be held responsible for the activities of the account. We do see cases where people will use someone else’s e-mail account to send harassing e-mail messages. Don’t let this happen to you. There is never a real need to share your password. The IT systems have been designed to allow delegation of resources to multiple people without sharing passwords. Do you need to access someone’s calendar? We can delegate those privileges; all we need is permission from the user. The same applies to file sharing, applications, websites etc. Don’t share your password.

2. **Never write down a password.**
   
   Passwords that are written down can be easily stolen. While receiving a new password you may wish to write down your password until you have a chance to memorize it. If you do this, you should take extreme care not to lose the paper you have written it on. You should destroy the paper (e.g. tear it to shreds) once you have learned the password.

3. **If you MUST write down your password – never store it near your resource (computer).**
   
   Don’t write your password down and stick it on your monitor! Some users have upwards of ten different passwords. That’s a lot to memorize. Write them down and store them in your wallet. Never store them in your office, with your laptop or under your keyboard. You wouldn’t store your ATM PIN with your debit card – would you?

4. **Change your password with some frequency.**
   
   The longer you have used your password, the more likely it is that someone else will manage to figure it out. Just how frequently you should change your password depends on how frequently you use it and what you are protecting with it. For example, you may wish to change a password used to give access to patients’ financial information more frequently than one to give access to read the news on a web page.

5. **Never store your password in a program.**
   
   Many e-mail clients, web browsers, and web services will offer to store your password for you so that you don’t need to type it in each time you want to use it. This is a bad idea -- it is generally easy for people to recover your password from inside one of these programs if they have access to your computer (and sometimes even if they don’t). It is also possible for some computer viruses to recover your password from your computer and e-mail them to random people or post them publicly on the Internet. Such viruses may even distribute the password before anti-virus software is able to locate and remove the virus.

6. **Create complex but easy to remember passwords.**
   
   The more complex a password the more difficult it is to crack. A password based on a dictionary word can be cracked in less than five minutes by a determined hacker with the proper tools. By contrast a complex password (i.e. longer than eight characters with upper & lower case letters, numbers and symbols), increases the time needed to crack a password to months. An easy way to create a password is to think of a sentence and use the first letter of each word in the sentence, leaving in the punctuation. For example, “I have three kids named John, Michael and Sarah!” becomes “Ih3knJ,MaS!”.

For information on choosing a good password and keeping track of the passwords you have, please see http://security.uchicago.edu/docs/userpassword.shtml.
### Consequences

**What can happen to me if I violate our HIPAA privacy and security policies?**

All workforce members (e.g. staff, physicians, nurses, residents, medical students, volunteers) must comply with all applicable HIPAA patient privacy and information security policies. If after an investigation you are found to have violated the organization’s HIPAA privacy and information security policies then you are subject to disciplinary action. Disciplinary action will be consistent with the organization’s corrective action policies, and can include but is not limited to:

- Verbal counseling
- Written reprimand
- Required retraining
- Suspension
- Termination/Discharge

The organization’s disciplinary/corrective action policies can be found on the Intranet.